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KIMMCO, the major provider of insulation solutions in
Kuwait, and a company of Alghanim Industries,
recently conducted ‘Paint the Future-The World you

see’ drawing competition with school children of Kuwait. The
event which was held in Holiday Inn, Salmiya, was attended
by over 100 students from 15 different schools. This initiative
was part of KIMMCO’s 40 years of establishment celebration.

Commenting on the event, Director Marketing from
KIMMCO, Mark Westermayer said: “It is encouraging to
observe that the young generation is already interested in

green environment. The way they portray the future they
would like to see is fascinating.  We have been supplying
insulation to buildings to save energy for the last four
decades and I am happy to see that the new generation has
a good understanding about it. Through these events, we
like to use creative and innovative tools to think about the
environment, raise awareness with regards to energy sav-
ings and encourage young talent to express their dreams of
a green future.” 

The completion which was held for two hours was

judged by the renowned Kuwaiti artist, Asad Bunashi. The
best drawings were awarded under two categories: the 9 -
13 years and the 14-16 years.  Sheethal S Joseph from
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan School under 9-13 years category
and Valence Fernandez from Indian English Academy under
14-16 years category were judged as star artists. The second
prize winners for 9-13 years and 14-16 years respectively
were Shreya Nath from Delhi Public School, and Jennifer
Pinto from Indian English Academy School. KIMMCO distrib-
uted 10 consolation prizes to other strong showings, and as

encouragement to the young students - each was given a
gift and a certificate. 

Students from Al-Salmiya Intermediate Girls School, Al-
Ressalah Bilingual School, American Academy for Girls,
American Creative Academy, Bent Al-Arab School, Bharatiya
Vidya Bhavan, British School of Kuwait, Delhi Public School,
Fajer Al-Sabah school, Indian Community School, Indian
English Academy School, Oxford School, Salmiya Indian
Model School and The English Academy participated in the
competition.

KIMMCO organizes drawing competition 

The winners pose with Mark Westermayer. Students participating in the competition.

The Abdulaziz Bin Humaid Foundation, which strives to
shape a sustainable society driven by innovation lead-
ers, commemorated the graduates of Abdulaziz bin

Humaid Leadership Program (ALP), followed by sponsor
appreciation of ALP, Paint Run Ajman and Mosaic Market at
its first annual ceremony on the May 1, 2017 at the Oberoi
Beach Resort Al-Zorah, Ajman. The event, which was held
under the patronage and in the presence of HH Sheikh
Ammar bin Humaid Al-Nuaimi. Sheikh Ammar stressed that
importance of young people taking the lead in both public
and private sectors.

The graduation ceremony congratulated the success of
20 male and female participants of the Abdulaziz bin
Humaid Leadership Program. His Highness said that the
program has achieved great success, providing Emirati and
GCC talents the opportunity to develop their skills and
knowledge and to be successful leaders in the future. 

In her speech, Dr Amal Abdullah Al-Qubaisi, Speaker of
the Federal National Council, expressed her pride in the
Abdulaziz bin Humaid Program which provides the GCC
young talents with the leadership skills and experience to
be able to serve their nations. The passionate and heartfelt
speech inspired the graduates and thanking the sponsors
for making these initiatives a success. Dr Qubaisi is famous
for making history as the first woman to preside over a par-
liament in the Arab world. 

In his opening speech, Sheikh Abdulaziz bin Humaid Al-
Nuaimi, Chairman of Abdulaziz bin Humaid Foundation,
extended sincere gratitude and appreciation to His

Highness Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al-Nuaimi and Dr
Amal Abdullah Al-Qubaisi for honoring the annual ceremo-
ny of the foundation. “The annual ceremony is an event in
which we reflect on our achievements during the 2016-
2017 edition. The Abdulaziz bin Humaid Foundation has
taken the responsibility of nurturing and empowering
young leaders and providing integrated programs that give
the participants a real opportunity to unleash their poten-
tial while having a positive and tangible impact on their
community,” he said. The Chairman expressed satisfaction
at the achievements made by the foundation through its
community initiatives, such as Mosaic Market and Ajman
Paint Run, which gained public recognition and attracted
24,000 visitors from different age groups. 

“Today, we witness the graduation of a new group of
future leaders, in the fourth edition of Abdulaziz bin
Humaid Leadership Program, a program which was
designed in accordance with the best international prac-
tices in leadership and in collaboration with world’s leading
training and consultancy firms. The program aims to sup-
port and empower the ambitious youth of GCC countries to
be leaders who are able to serve their nations,” added
Sheikh Abdulaziz bin Humaid Al-Nuaimi.

He expressed his delight and gratitude for the support
of His Highness Sheikh Humaid bin Rashid Al-Nuaimi,
Supreme Council Member and Ruler of Ajman and HH
Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al-Nuaimi, Crown Prince of
Ajman and Chairman of the Executive Council. “Today, we
are celebrating a new batch of graduates from our compre-

hensive and integrated program in its 4th edition. This pro-
gram provided unique training opportunities for all the
young participants and real opportunities for participants
to learn new skills, broaden their horizons and move for-
ward to become successful leaders in the future,” he said.

Sheikh Abdulaziz bin Humaid promised to continue to
develop the program to be one of the best and most ambi-
tious leadership programs in the world, contributing to
building capacity and nurturing the skills of young leaders.
He announced that registration for the fifth round of the

Abdulaziz bin Humaid Leadership Program is now open for
the next generation of innovators and leaders (further
details are available at www.abdulazizlp.com).

During the event’s conclusion, he extended his heartfelt
thanks and appreciation to all participating, supporting
and sponsoring entities, especially the Ajman Holding
Group - the Strategic sponsor of the leadership program,
Ajman Real Estate regulatory agency and Ajman Sewerage
Private Company - the Golden Sponsors of the community
initiatives. 

Ajman Crown Prince commemorates graduates

of Abdulaziz bin Humaid Leadership Program

Kuwaiti youth are overwhelmingly positive about
their futures and believe their government is put-
ting the right policies in place to address their

needs, according to findings from the 9th annual ASDA’A
Burson-Marsteller Arab Youth Survey 2017, released yes-
terday. An overwhelming majority (78 percent) of Kuwait
youth said that they believe that the country has been
heading in the right direction over the past five years,
while 87 percent were confident that the government is
developing the right policies focused on the youth.

In the GCC states, 85 percent of young people are
confident that their country has been heading in the
right direction over the past five years, compared with
52 percent for Arab youth across the region. Three quar-
ters (78 percent) of GCC youth also believe their “best
days are ahead of them” compared with 58 percent for
Arab youth as a whole; and 82 percent of young people
in the GCC believe their economy is on the right track
versus just 52 percent on a region-wide basis. 

Further, 86 percent of Gulf youth believe their gov-
ernments are putting the right policies in place that will
benefit young people  - an opinion held by just 57 per-
cent of young Arabs across the whole Middle East. 

Sunil John, Founder and CEO of ASDA’A Burson-
Marsteller, said: “For the GCC states, the findings from
this year’s Survey are encouraging. Not only are young
people optimistic about the future, they have confi-
dence that their governments are doing the right things
for them. This is not the story in the rest of the region.
The positivity and optimism of Gulf youth are a real
bright spot in the Middle East today, but one that also
highlights a growing trend of a polarization of views,
inspiring the main theme of this year’s Survey: ‘The
Middle East - a region divided.’”

Roy Haddad, Director, WPP MENA, said: “The Arab
Youth Survey provides a voice to the voiceless, and
allows young Arabs to be heard around the world. It
allows us to hear what Arab youth think and feel about
their past, present and future. As such, it is an invaluable
tool for businesses and governments, and civil society in
general, who need accurate data and insights about this
most important demographic.”

Elsewhere in the Survey, findings reveal that Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates are viewed as the
region’s top allies, ahead of international powers includ-
ing the US and Russia. A third of young Arabs surveyed
across 16 countries say that KSA and UAE are top allies of
their country, with 34 percent saying Saudi Arabia (up
from 31 percent in 2016).  

The Survey reveals that, in 2017, support for the US
has fallen markedly: 17 percent of young Arabs see US as
their most important ally, down 8 percentage points
from 2016 and, for the first time, more young people see
Russia as their top international ally - an increase of 12
percentage points from 2016.  

The threat posed by Daesh - viewed last year as the
number one issue facing the Middle East -  is seen as
diminishing, this year tying with unemployment as a top
concern for 35 percent of the region’s young people.
Most young Arabs (61 percent) also believe the terror

group is getting weaker and, across the region, young
people think education reform and well-paying jobs are
just as important as military action in defeating terror
and extremism.

Other key findings from the ASDA’A Burson-
Marsteller Arab Youth Survey 2017:

• Many young Arabs say their education system falls
short of preparing students for jobs of the future: The
quality of education is a cause of concern for young
Arabs, particularly in non-GCC nations. Nearly half the
Arab youth say they are not satisfied with the current
level of preparation of students for jobs of the future. Of
the 51 percent who say they are satisfied the current
education system is preparing them for future roles,
most are from the GCC nations (80 percent) while those
least satisfied hail from North Africa (33 percent) and the
Levant and Yemen (34 percent).

• The UAE sprints ahead of the pack as the country in
which most young Arabs would like to live and want
their countries to emulate: The United Arab Emirates
cemented its position as the country most young Arabs
would like to live in and would most like their own coun-
tries to take after. This year, one in three (35 percent)
young Arabs say they would most like to live in the UAE,
a significant increase of 13 percentage points from last
year. Asked which country they would like their own
country to emulate, the UAE again comes on top, with
more than a third of young Arabs (36 percent) saying the
UAE is their model country, compared with one in four
last year.

• Young Arabs say Donald Trump is anti-Muslim and
express concern, anger, and fear about his presidency:
Attitudes towards the election and presidency of Donald
Trump are largely negative, with two thirds of young
Arabs (64 percent) either concerned, scared or angry
about Trump taking the helm of the world’s most power-
ful country. Furthermore, 70 percent of young Arabs say
Trump is anti-Muslim and half (49 percent) agree that
Trump’s travel ban imposed on Muslim-majority coun-
tries would make it easier for extremist groups to radi-
calize and recruit young Muslims.  

• Despite their pride in the Arabic language, most
young Arabs say they are using English more than
Arabic in their daily lives: While 80 percent of young
Arabs agree to the statement ‘Arabic is central to my
national identity.’ Yet, 60 percent of young Arabs agree
that Arabic is losing value and, for the first time, more
than half of young Arabs (54 percent) say they are using
English more than Arabic in their daily lives (up from 46
percent in 2016). 

• Among young Arabs, Facebook is the number one
medium for daily news: More than a third (35 percent) of
young people in the Arab world say they get their news
on Facebook daily, compared with 31 percent for other
online news sources, 30 percent for TV news channels,
and just 9 percent read newspapers daily. Two-thirds (64
percent) say they use Facebook to share news stories, up
from 52 percent in 2016 and 41 percent in 2015.

Youth in Kuwait are overwhelmingly

optimistic about their future,

9th Arab Youth Survey reveals

IIT-IIM Alumni Association, Kuwait
celebrated a grand get together
aboard a luxury boat operated by

Al-Silsan sailing on the Arabian Gulf
waters on Saturday, April 29, 2017. It
was a fun-filled session lasting over
six hours of the day where young and
old, men and women, in the company
of their friends and loved ones thor-
oughly had a great time with lots of
fun, frolic and dabbling at various
games and activities.

The session started early in the
morning. The core team initially in the
morning was on the pins and needles.
There was a bit of apprehension of
the prevailing dull dusty weather con-
ditions threatening to put off the
whole boat trip on the line due to
poor visibility and safety concerns.
Fortunately, as always been the case
with any of the previous outdoor
occasions of the Alumni association,
things always turn brighter with the
kind blessings of the Mother Nature.
As the lighting conditions improved,
the mood of the game too took a turn
for better to the amusement of all the
members who chose to be out on the
sea. The members and their families
regaled themselves as the Octas scale
trended a dramatic downward
improvement with every passing
moment as the day progressed and
steadily trudged towards a compro-
mising peak position of the hands on
the clock lifting the spirits of all.

IIT-IIM Alumni Association
President, Peeyush Jain welcomed all
those who attended the picnic includ-
ing the august member couple of our
beloved Ambassador Sunil Jain and
Madam Dr Gargi Jain and the First

Secretary, Indian Embassy,
KrishanKant Pahal and Pahal. Both the
couples had a great day mingling
with all the fraternity with utmost
comfort and all the members spent
wonderful moments with them. As
the seafarers slowly settled and
warmed up with early snacks and tea,
while acclimatizing the boat, the
boarders and the sea. 

The games began with a couple
game aptly titled ‘my fair lady’ where
blind folded men on the instructions
of their better halves had to do a bit
of make up on the photos of their
chosen actresses of Bollywood. The
best performance was from the
guests from Embassy and Pahal, and
the worst expectantly were the young
duo, Prakhar and Calai. Other games
included Crush Oreos and Consume
Clean for the children of two age
groups, were won by Raghav and
Kanika. Four corners was the next
game. Next followed a contest of
Anthakshari between men and

women, which was fiercely contested
with keen participation and in the
end everyone settled for a tie sans
super over. This was followed with all
present shaking a leg, some swaying
gracefully and others rock and rolled
with their rhythmic rhapsody of
entertaining energetic steps to the
beats and catchy tunes of the desi
Punjabi numbers. Every one danced
their hearts out enjoying themselves
fully in the process.

The beautiful moments of the
event were captured through the fab-
ulous lenses of volunteer camera men
like Pradeep Chaudhary, Gourav,
Prakhar and of course several girls of
the houses through their ubiquitous
smart phones. Highlight of the day
was the Titanic pose photograph of
almost all the couples defying age
and throwing their inhibitions to the
winds, blowing across the sea. The
quality and timing of the photos as
seen later was nothing short of pro-
fessional perfection.

IIT-IIM Alumni Association sets sails on

Arabian Gulf with a fraternity boat trip


